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The distribution, natural history, and status of the Long-whiskered Owlet

(Xenoglaux loweryi)

Daniel F. Lane1* and Fernando Angulo2

ABSTRACT—First discovered in northern San Martı́n department, Peru, in 1976 by O’Neill and Graves (1977), the Long-

whiskered Owlet (Xenoglaux loweryi) has been an enigma to Neotropical ornithologists. Before 2007, it had only been

encountered twice more, and only as mist net captures. Finally, in the past decade, the species has been found with regularity

in the field, allowing us to gain knowledge of its life history. Here, we provide information on the known distribution, natural

history, additional specimen data, and conservation status of this enigmatic bird. Received 20 April 2017. Accepted 11 August

2017.
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Distribucion, historia natural y estado de la Lechucita Bigotona (Xenoglaux loweryi)

RESUMEN (Spanish)—Descubierta por primera vez por O’Neill y Graves (1977) en 1976, en el departamento de San Martı́n, en el norte

del Perú, la Lechucita Bigotona (Xenoglaux loweryi) ha sido un enigma para los ornitólogos neotropicales. Antes del 2007, habı́a sido

encontrada únicamente dos veces más, y estas fueron capturas en redes de niebla. Finalmente, en la última década, la especie ha sido

encontrada regularmente en el campo, lo que nos ha permitido adquirir mayor conocimiento sobre su historia natural. En este artı́culo,

proporcionamos información sobre la distribución conocida, la historia natural, datos adicionales de especı́menes colectados, y el estado de

conservación de esta enigmática ave.

Palabras clave: Andes, datos de especı́menes, Perú, redescubrimiento, Strigidae, vocalizaciones.

On 22 August 1976, at a site now widely known

in ornithological circles as ‘‘Garcia Ridge,’’ just

east of Abra Patricia (called Abra Pardo de Miguel

on most current maps) near the departmental

boundary of San Martı́n and Amazonas depart-

ments, Peru (Fig. 1), ornithological history was

made. Manuel Sanchez returned to camp after

checking mist nets that rainy morning carrying a

tiny, unknown owl and handed it to John P.

O’Neill and Gary R. Graves of the Louisiana State

University Museum of Natural Science (LSUMZ).

The ornithologists, impressed by the uniqueness of

the bird, described it as a new genus and species of

owl, Long-whiskered Owlet (Xenoglaux loweryi),

with their documentation limited to 3 mist-netted

specimens (O’Neill and Graves 1977). On 15

October 1978, while conducting an avifaunal

survey of the nearby Cordillera de Colán in

Amazonas department (Fig. 1), Thomas S. Schu-

lenberg and Morris D. Williams, also of LSUMZ,

netted an additional 2 specimens (Cardiff and

Remsen 1994, Davies et al. 1997), bringing the

world total to 5 (but see König et al. 1999, Marks

et al. 1999, Clements and Shany 2001, König and

Weick 2008). They, too, were unable to acquire

any information about the species’ natural history.

The species was not encountered again until July

2002, when a joint avifaunal survey was conduct-

ed by LSUMZ and Museo de Historia Natural de

la Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos

(MUSM) to the Cerro Patricia area, about 5 km to

the south of Garcia Ridge, San Martı́n department

(Fig. 1). Three individuals, again mist-netted, were

held in captivity for varying periods, observed, and

tape recorded, providing the first behavioral and

confirmed voice information for the species. There

are now 8 specimens: 6 at the collection of

LSUMZ; 1 at the United States National Museum,

Washington, DC; and the last at the collection of

MUSM. In February 2007, David Geale and

Juvenal Ccahuana finally encountered a free-flying

bird in the field (American Bird Conservancy

2007a, 2007b), and shortly thereafter other

observers found the species on a regular basis

around several lodges and reserves in the area

(Brinkhuizen et al. 2012; Fig. 1).

Here we present various unpublished data from

the 5 specimens of Long-whiskered Owlet collect-

ed by the 1978 and 2002 Louisiana State

University expeditions, subsequent to the original

3 Garcia specimens already discussed in the

species’ description, to further elucidate the natural

history of this enigmatic little owl. We also provide
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natural history information from our combined

experiences with the species in the field, its

distribution based on surveys conducted by FA,

and consider its conservation status in light of

these datasets.

Methods

Field work

DFL took part in the June–August 2002

LSUMZ/MUSM expedition to Cerro Patricia,

San Martı́n department, Peru (Fig. 1), that

encountered the Long-whiskered Owlet. He noted

the behavior and voice of the captive individuals

and recorded nocturnal sounds that he later

concluded were of the Long-whiskered Owlet. In

June and July 2013, July and October 2014, July

2015, and July 2016, he visited both the ECOAN

Owlet Lodge at the pass at Abra Patricia and the

Fundo Alto Nieva Lodge adjacent to Garcia Ridge

and encountered at least 5 individuals on several

occasions while guiding bird watching tours.

Recordings made during these encounters have

been posted to http://www.xeno-canto.org/species/

Xenoglaux-loweryi. Observations made during

these encounters were made of birds both in

solicited (acting in response to playback) and

unsolicited situations.

From April 2010 to October 2012, FA under-

took fieldwork in which he explicitly searched for

the Long-whiskered Owlet in Amazonas and San

Martı́n departments for the BirdLife International’s

‘‘Priority Threatened Bird Conservation Actions

for Peru’’ project. Prospective sites were chosen

based both on previous reports of the species as

well as sites where the species was predicted to be

Figure 1. Localities for the Long-whiskered Owlet (Xenoglaux loweryi). Numbers agree with those used for localities given

in Table 1: (1) Garcia Ridge, type locality; (2) Cordillera de Colán, LSU 1978; (3) Cerro Patricia, LSU 2002; (4) Geale &

Ccahuana 2007; (5) Owlet Lodge 900 m site; (6) Owlet Lodge 1,200 m site; (7) Fundo Alto Nieva; (8) La Esperanza (El

Toro); (9) Yambrasbamba; (10) Quebrada Goquete; (11) Casa Palomino; (12) Vista Alegre. Nationally protected areas: (A)

Chayu Nain Comunal Reserve; (B): Cordillera de Colán National Sanctuary; (C) Alto Nieva Reserve Zone; (D) Alto Mayo

Protection Forest; Private conservation areas: (E): Copallin; (F) Pampa del Burro; (G) Abra Patricia – Alto Nieva; (H) Hierba

Buena – Allpayacu.
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found based on discussions with other ornitholo-

gists and a careful revision of maps (Angulo et al.

2008). Localities (Fig. 1) where the species had

been previously reported included El Toro, near La

Esperanza town (NPC 2010), and Yambrasbamba

(N. Shanee, post number 7764 to the listserv

Birdingperu, 28 Dec 2010). Sites visited where the

species was predicted were Quebrada Goquete in

the Hierba Buena–Allpayacu private conservation

area (PCA) and Casa Palomino in the Cordillera de

Colán near the Copallı́n PCA. On each site, the

species’ presence was documented by sound

recordings (deposited at the Macaulay Library,

https://macaulaylibrary.org), and the habitat where

it was found was documented via a written

description and photographs (Fig. 2). We provide

a list of localities visited by FA (Table 1) and also

include Antonio Garcia-Bravo’s record at Vista

Alegre, Amazonas department, at 2,403 m. While

conducting a biological assessment for a proposed

regional conservation area at that site, Garcia-

Bravo heard the species on 13 and 17 August and

captured, photographed, and released one individ-

ual at dusk on 17 August 2012 (pers. comm.).

Results

Specimen data

DFL took measurements of specimens (Table

2). Plumages of males appeared slightly grayer on

belly and less saturated chestnut on the back and

head than females, although specimens from the

1976 and 1978 collections appear a bit browner

than those from 2002 (suggesting possible minor

foxing). The specimen labels read:

� LSUMZ 87292: T. S. Schulenberg personal

catalog 1221. PERU: dept. Amazonas; Cordil-

lera Colán, SE La Peca, ca 2350 m. 15 October

1978. Female. Ovary 638 mm; skull 100%
ossified; weight 45 g. Irides amber brown; bill

Figure 2. Habitat images of sites where Xenoglaux has been

documented. (a) Stunted forest at Alto Nieva, San Martin

dept. Photo by D. F. Lane. (b) Tall forest at Corosha,

Amazonas dept. Photo by F. Angulo P.

Table 1. Localities where Xenoglaux were encountered. Numbers correspond to points marked on Figure 1 map.

Site Coordinates Altitude (m) Date

1 Garcia Ridge (O’Neill and Graves 1977) 05839057.45 00S, 77845044.96 00W 1,890 28 Aug 1976

2 Cordillera de Colán LSU 1978 05834046.76 00S, 78819055.98 00W 2,350 15 Oct 1978

3 Cerro Patricia LSU 2002 05843023 00S, 77845001 00W 2,400 23 Jul 2002

4 Geale & Ccahuana (2007) 05840034.21 00S, 7784906.72 00W 2,170 Feb 2007

5 Owlet Lodge 900 m site 05841032.16 00S, 77848024.37 00W 2,190 06 Sep 2012

6 Owlet Lodge 1200 m site 05841024.73 00S, 77848026.18 00W 2,197 06 Sep 2012

7 Fundo Alto Nieva 05840031.65 00S, 77845059.92 00W 1,986 09 Oct 2014

8 La Esperanza (El Toro) 05839018.98 00S, 77854034.43 00W 2,060 01 Sep 2010

9 Yambrasbamba 05843057.97 00S, 77857029.99 00W 2,250 19 Oct 2011

10 Qda. Goquete 05847019.71 00S, 77848021.52 00W 2,586 21 Apr 2010

11 Casa Palomino 05838030.70 00S, 78815033.36 00W 2,450 04 Oct 2012

12 Vista Alegre 06806024.01 00S, 7782504.36 00W 2,403 17 Aug 2012
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yellow-gray, tip yellower; legs pinkish-white.

Netted on ridge in cloud forest.
� LSUMZ 87293: Morris D. Williams personal

catalog 2063. PERU: dept. Amazonas; Cordil-

lera Colán, SE La Peca, ca 2350 m. 15 October

1978. Male. Left testis 332 mm; skull 100%
ossified; weight 40 g. Bill gray, becoming ivory

at tip; iris light brown; feet ivory. Partial skeleton

saved.
� LSUMZ 173831: Thomas Valqui personal

catalog 574. PERU: dept. San Martı́n; ca 22

km ENE Florida de Pomacochas, 5843023 00S,

77845001 00W, ca 2400 m. 23 July 2002. Tissue

B-44203. Male. Left testis 231 mm; no bursa;

skull 100% ossified. Weight 39½ g. No fat. No

wing, tail, light body molt. Stomach contained

insects (saved). Iris light brown; maxilla olive

gray with lighter yellowish tomia and tip;

mandible grayish with lighter horn tomia and

tip; legs whitish-pink. Netted on rainless night or

rainy morning in lowest trammel of net amid

10 m high mossy temperate humid montane

forest vegetation. Partial skeleton and spread

wing saved.
� LSUMZ 173832: Andrew W. Kratter personal

catalog 2463. PERU: dept. San Martı́n; ca 22 km

ENE Florida de Pomacochas, 5843 023 00S,

77845001 00W, ca 2300 m. 31 July 2002. Tissue

B-44364. Female. Ovary 835 mm, ova minute,

oviduct 3 mm wide, convoluted; no bursa; skull

75% ossified. Weight 42.7g. No fat. No wing,

tail, light body molt. Remiges and rectrices

fresh. Iris orangy-chestnut; maxilla dark gray,

culmen and tip yellowish-horn; mandible dark

gray, tip yellow-horn; tarsi and toes pale grayish-

pink. Netted 1.5 m up in 20 m tall ridgetop

humid lower temperate zone forest. Complete

skeleton saved (only one wing and one leg

remain with round skin specimen); now housed

at University of Florida Museum of Natural

Science (UF43528).
� MUSM 24493: J. Mattos-Reaño personal

catalog 598. PERU: dept. San Martı́n; ca 22

km ENE Florida de Pomacochas, 5843 023 00S,

77845 001 00W, ca 2300 m. 3 August 2002. Tissue

B-44597. Male. Left testis 2.531.5 mm. Weight

42.5 g. Light fat. Iris light brown; bill gray;

tarsi and toes whitish. No molt. Skull 100%
ossified.

Natural history data

In 2007, J. Ccahuana and D. Geale made the

first wild observations of the Long-whiskered

Owlet near the 1976 and the 2002 localities

(American Bird Conservancy 2007a, 2007b).

Subsequent to this observation, the species has

become regularly encountered, resulting in a better

understanding of its habitat, distribution, and

natural history. These in-field observations have

helped correct some erroneous facts reported in

O’Neill and Graves (1977). For example, in the

type description of Xenoglaux, Graves reported

observations of a small owl seen as a silhouette at

‘‘Garcia.’’ However, at the time of his sighting, the

Cinnamon Screech-Owl (Megascops petersoni)

was not known from the locality, and in fact had

not yet been described (Fitzpatrick and O’Neill

1986), but is now known to be present in the

forests between 1,700 and 2,500 m in the Abra

Patricia area and has been seen in the stunted

forests around the Garcia Ridge (DFL and FA pers.

obs.). Graves’ (O’Neill and Graves 1977) descrip-

tion of the behavior and voice of the owl observed

fits well with Cinnamon Screech-Owl but not as

well with the Long-whiskered Owlet. Thus, we

believe Graves’ observations should not be used as

indicators of either behavior or voice of Long-

whiskered Owlet. Also originally proposed by

O’Neill and Graves (1977) was the possibility that

the Long-whiskered Owlet was flightless, based on

the shallow keel of the sternum. In 2002, however,

we observed captive birds easily perform straight-

line flight of 5 m without losing altitude.

Additional observations in the field support that

the species is fully capable of normal powered

flight for distances of at least 20 m (DFL and FA

pers. obs.).

The natural stomach contents of the specimens

were limited, but we recovered small bits of beetle

Table 2. Measurements of Long-whiskered Owlet (Xen-

oglaux loweryi) specimens. All measurements presented are

means in mm with standard deviation in parentheses.

Specimens measured were LSUMZ 84000, 84002, 87292,

87293, 173831, and 173832 (for which *no culmen

measurement was available).

Sex (n) Culmen Wing chord Tail Tarsus

Female (3) 9, 8* 103 (2.6) 49 (2.0) 17 (1.0)

Male (3) 9 (0) 102.3 (2.5) 47.3 (2.1) 19.3 (4.0)
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(Coleoptera) elytra from one. We noted, however,

that captives recognized and accepted moths,

cockroaches, and bird flesh as food. One individ-

ual kept overnight free-flying inside a tent (in an

attempt to sound record its vocalizations) made

repeated pounce-drops to the floor of the tent, no

doubt in response to hearing insects moving under

the tent. We infer from these few data that the

species is largely insectivorous, in agreement with

a recent study of Long-whiskered Owlet feces in

which the authors detected evidence of insects in

the families Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, Orthoptera,

and Lepidoptera (Alarcón et al. 2016). The species

may opportunistically capture and eat small

vertebrates (amphibians, reptiles, or perhaps even

small birds), but the small size of the feet and bill

suggest it probably is not capable of capturing and

subduing vertebrate prey much larger than a small

frog.

O’Neill and Graves (1977) mentioned that the

Long-whiskered Owlet was encountered in short-

stature forest, 6–9 m in height, with particularly

stunted woodland (4 m stature) along the knife

ridges where the nets that captured the species

were placed. Davies et al. (1997) and Hornbuckle

(1999) suggested the species may be more

specialized on the stunted woodlands on ridges.

Two of the 2002 specimens were captured in

stunted forest on a knife ridge similar to that

reported by O’Neill and Graves (1977), but those

from 1978 (T. Schulenberg, pers. comm.), and one

of the 2002 birds, were in taller forest with a

canopy of 15 m (Fig. 3). Recent observations

suggest the species is not restricted to stunted

forest, but that the 1976 and 2002 specimens were

captured in such habitat as they crossed ridges

between taller woodland in drainages on either

side. We have observed birds perching 1.5–20 m

off the ground.

From his fieldwork between 2010 and 2012, FA

visited 6 localities where the species was present in

tall forest, some with a notable ‘‘chusqueoid’’

bamboo component, some without. At one local-

ity, in response to playback, FA observed one bird

flying up to perch in branches about 20 m over the

forest floor at a site with little understory due to

cattle grazing and low tree density. At El Toro (La

Esperanza), FA encountered the species amid low-

canopy woodland on a steep slope with a bamboo

component and away from a quebrada (creek). At

Casa Palomino, FA found the bird in woodland

with a canopy of 8 m and bamboo component near

a quebrada. At Yambrasbamba, FA encountered a

Long-whiskered Owlet in an area with tall forest

(10–12 m) on a gentle slope amid scattered

pastures. At the Owlet Lodge site and the Alto

Nieva site, the species held territories beside

quebradas on shallow slopes with moderate to tall

forest (8–15 m) and moderate bamboo component.

As yet, no information is available regarding

breeding. The 8 specimens were collected on 23

and 31 July and 3 August 2002; 22 and 23 August

1976; and 15 October 1978. The gonad data of

these specimens do not suggest any individuals

were in breeding condition, and thus the breeding

period is probably November–June (approximately

the rainy season).

Figure 3. Various vocalizations of the Long-whiskered Owlet (Xenoglaux loweryi): (a) a low, strongly modulated, monotone

sound (XC145508†; D. Lane, 25 Jul 2002); (b) a more arched, less modulated, higher-pitched sound (XC145511; D. Lane, 3

Aug 2002); (c) counter-singing individuals, perhaps a pair, with the first giving a higher-pitched, longer note, followed by the

lower, more modulated note of the second (XC308688; D. Lane, 12 Oct 2014); (d) a low, quiet, very modulated vocalization,

showing actual spacing between notes (ML 28125101*; F. Angulo, 4 Oct 2012).† ‘‘XCxxxxxx’’ refers to sound files archived
online on the page ‘‘www.xeno-canto.org/xxxxxx’’. * ‘‘MLxxxxxxxx’’ refers to sound files archived on the page ‘‘https://
macaulaylibrary.org/asset/xxxxxxxx’’.
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Distribution

The Long-whiskered Owlet is now known from

at least 10 sites (Fig. 1) in an elevational range of

1,890–2,585 m. We believe the species is likely to

occur in the 1,900–2,600 m elevation band

throughout the massif delineated by the Rı́o

Utcubamba to the southwest, the central headwa-

ters of the Rı́o Huallabamba (e.g., the Rios

Huambo and Jelache) to the southeast, and the

Amazonian lowlands of the Marañon-Huallaga

interfluvium to the north and east (also see Mark et

al. 2008). This massif encompasses the Abra

Patricia and Colán formations, where the species is

known, and shows no obvious biogeographic or

environmental barriers that would limit the species

to only those 2 microregions, possibly with the

exception of human disturbance and resultant

changes in local rainfall.

Angulo et al. (2008) presented a map of the

potential distribution of the species, made after an

analysis of species’ localities, vegetation, and

altitudinal range. Detailed description of the

methodology is described in Angulo et al.

(2008). The potential distribution was prepared

in using 4 localities (Campamento Garcia, Cordil-

lera Colán SE La Peca, Cerro Patricia and Geale &

Ccahuana; Fig. 1). All the new localities found for

the species fall within this potential distribution,

except for ‘‘Vista Alegre,’’ which is found some

7.5 km south from the southernmost point of the

potential distribution. Our predicted area of

distribution covers 1,770.1 km2.

Voice

The captive bird that DFL recorded on 3 August

2002 was a male that had been held—by our camp

assistants at a satellite camp, unbeknownst to us—

for about a week, free-flying in a tent. The

assistants reported that the bird had been singing

naturally every morning at about 0530 h (Peruvian

Standard Time), and was sound-recorded by J.

Mattos-Reaño on the morning of 1 August 2002.

On the night of 2–3 August 2002, DFL held this

bird, free-flying, in his tent in the hopes of

recording its voice. It gave one single note at

about 2200 h but only gave a song bout starting at

0530 h (XC145511), which was recorded (includ-

ing the first notes) for .8 min, during which the

bird gave its notes at a pace of about a note every

5 s or slower (Fig. 3). Retroactively reviewing

unknown nocturnal sounds from July, DFL

discovered several more recordings of the species,

but none were of continuous song bouts.

DFL’s recording was distributed to others to

attempt playback, and the species has now been

recorded by various recordists under natural

conditions (e.g., http://www.xeno-canto.org/

species/Xenoglaux-loweryi). Many of these re-

corded song bouts are much faster-paced (typically

about a note per every 2.5–3 s) than the 2002 bird.

These more rapid song bouts seem to be the

primary song, comprised of low, gruff, muffled

whOOo or hurr notes, slightly variable in

musicality and modulation among individuals

(Fig. 3). Songs are given shortly after dusk,

occasionally through the night, and pre-dawn (at

least during Apr–Oct). In April and October, FA

encountered individuals singing spontaneously at

2 sites late in the afternoon, just before dark. On 4

October 2012 at Casa Palomino in the central

Cordillera Colán, FA recorded a different vocali-

zation (ML 28125101, ML 28125251) given after

playback, with a lower frequency (below 800 Hz)

delivered rapidly as one vocalization per second

(Fig. 3). This vocalization was usually delivered

before the vocalizing bird switched to ‘‘normal’’
song, and was soft, only audible at close range.

Discussion

Conservation status

Despite the widespread clearing of the south and

west faces of the Cordillera de Colán (Barnes et al.

1997; DFL and FA pers. obs.) and the clearing

within the corridor along the Bagua-Moyobamba

highway, we estimate ~80% of the region within

the correct elevation band appears to be fairly

inaccessible and pristine. Anecdotal reports sug-

gest that the middle and lower Rı́o Nieva valley is

within the territory of a population of Aguaruna

Amerindians, a group notorious for excluding

agrarian colonists (Dauphine et al. 2008). Thus, we

suspect that the heart of the distribution of the

Long-whiskered Owlet is likely to be protected, if

not by the Peruvian government, then by the

Aguaruna and the sheer inhospitable geography of

the land in northern San Martı́n and adjacent

Amazonas departments.

BirdLife International (2000), in the absence of

information, declared the Long-whiskered Owlet

‘‘Endangered’’ based on its extremely small known
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range and reported rapidly declining habitat. This

conservation category was also adopted by the

Peruvian government (El Peruano 2014). We

report here 11 localities for the species, and we

estimate, based on the sites found and the eleva-

tional band where the species is present, that its

distribution area is at least 1,770 km2. Under

IUCN (2012) B2abiiþiii criteria, this would rank

the Long-whiskered Owlet as Endangered, but the

species may be better considered ‘‘Vulnerable’’ as

additional field work reveals it at more localities

and its population density is better understood. The

species is now known from at least 4 protected

areas, 1 at national level (Bosque de Protección

Alto Mayo) and 3 private (Copallin, Hierba

Buena-Allpayacu, and Abra Patricia-Alto Nieva),

and is highly likely to occur in in Pampa del Burro

private conservation area (one record is 2.9 km

from its boundaries; Fig. 2). In addition, one other

locality falls within a proposed protected area:

Area de Conservación Regional Vista Alegre. To

our knowledge, the species has not yet been

reported from the northeast side of the Cordillera

de Colán (e.g., the Rı́o Imaza or Chiriaco

drainages), despite its mention there (Ministerı́o

del Ambiente 2009, SERNANP 2009). FA failed

to find it while visiting this area in October 2012;

despite this, the Long-whiskered Owlet likely is

present there. More intensive searches are needed

because the species is known from nearby

Quebrada Goquete, Yambrasbamba, and El Toro.

Recommendations for future survey efforts

We suggest efforts be made to confirm the

presence of Long-whiskered Owlet at more sites

within the Cordillera de Colán National Sanctuary,

Pampa del Burro, Copallı́n, Chayu Nain Comunal

Reserve, and Rı́o Nieva Reserved Zone. The

presence of the species at the last site would

support the site’s definitive categorization as

protected area. We also suggest searching for the

species at other accessible sites in Amazonas

departments, such as the Rı́o Chido area, the

forests to the north of Florida de Pomacochas, and

the area around Mendoza on the Rı́o Huambo east

of Chachapoyas. Far more speculative, but not

impossible, the species may also occur in the

Cordillera de Condor area on the border of Peru

and Ecuador because other range-restricted bird

species found on the Patricia/Colán Massif are also

found there, such as Cinnamon Screech-Owl,

Royal Sunagel (Heliangelus regalis), Cinnamon-

breasted Tody-Tyrant (Hemitriccus cinnamomei-

pectus), and Bar-winged Wood-Wren (Henicorhi-

na leucoptera).
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